Abstract. Cine-DEMR is a new cardiac imaging technique which combines aspects of Cine and Delayed Enhancement MR. Like Cine, it displays the heart beating over time allowing for the detection of motion abnormalities. Like DEMR, non-viable (dead) tissues appear with increased signal intensity (it has been shown that the extent of non-viable tissue in the left ventricle (LV) of the heart is a direct indicator of patient survival rate). We present a technique for tracking the myocardial borders in this modality and classifying myocardial pixels as viable or non-viable. Tracking is performed using an affine deformed template of borders manually drawn on the first phase of the series and refined using an ASM-like approach. Classification employs a Support Vector Machine trained on DEMR data. We applied our technique on 75 images culled from 5 patient data sets.
Introduction
Cine-Delayed Enhancement Magnetic Resonance imaging (Cine-DEMR) is a novel imaging technique targeted to the left ventricle of the heart which combines the advantages of both Cine MR and Delayed Enhancement MR (DEMR). Like Cine imaging, Cine-DEMR recovers the motion of the heart over the cardiac cycle -the detection of motion abnormalities such as hypokinesis in Cine is a well established indicator of cardiac health [Schwartzman] . Like DEMR images, non-viable (dead) myocardial tissue appears bright in Cine-DEMR images, allowing the amount of non-viable myocardium to be quantifiedthe extent of non-viable tissue in DEMR is directly correlated with improved cardiac function after revascularization therapy (e.g. coronary bypass surgery) [Kim NEJM] . Thus, Cine-DEMR unites morphology (Cine) with function (DEMR). Figure 1 shows sample images from a Cine-DEMR study and compares them to Cine and DEMR images.
Cine-DEMR has advantages over the combination of separate Cine and DEMR acquisitions. First, it decreases scanning time by replacing two acquisitions with one -no small benefit given the costs of imaging. Second, it supplants the mental integration of the two sequences with a perfectly fused simultaneous visualization. Third, it avoids potential mis-registration of the two separate sequences. Cine and DEMR are typically acquired minutes apart. During that time the patient may have moved, or chest positions may be at variance due to differing breath intakes. The resulting images may describe regions millimeters apart. Fourth, the optimal phase for evaluating scar (non-viable) tissue may not be end-diastole (the phase in which DEMR is typically acquired). Fifth, due to motion of the myocardium normal to the imaging plane as the heart contracts, the scar may appear and disappear. With Cine-DEMR, the phase which best describes the scar is much more likely to be imaged simply because more than one phase is acquired. Finally, in cases where the scar does not completely cover the wall (is not transmural), it is easier to see how the healthy portion moves as compared to Cine because the two regions can be distinguished. The above benefits, however, come at a cost. Cine-DEMR has both decreased spatial and temporal resolution compared to the individual sequences. Nevertheless, preliminary studies in which clinicians analyzed Cine-DEMR, Cine, and DEMR images of the same individual have shown showed a strong correlation in the categorization of tissues [Setser] . And, work is currently being done to improve the temporal resolution via parallel imaging and/or segmented K-space schemes [Setser] .
The ultimate goal of our work is the quantification of myocardial scar in Cine-DEMR images. By quantification we mean the identification and measurement of dead myocardial tissue. This implies a two part analysis scheme. First, the myocardium must be defined via the delineation of its borders. Then, those myocardial tissues must be classified as viable or non-viable.
The first part of the scheme, the delineation of the myocardium, is quite challenging. Compared to the same task in Cine MR, it is harder since the myocardial borders may be completely missing. That is, the signal of the myocardium may be the same as that of the bloodpool in non-viable regions. And, since the scar may appear and disappear due to thru plane motion we cannot guarantee that the same intensity pattern will be present over the cycle. Compared to the task in DEMR, it is also difficult. Previous quantification schemes for DEMR [Dikici] assumed the existence of a Cine study so that the true morphology could be referenced. With the advent of Cine-DEMR there may not be a separate Cine study.
Thus, to simplify the delineation task, we assume the existence of a manually drawn contour on the first frame and track the borders over the cycle using this starting point. Briefly, we register this first frame to each of the subsequent (target) frames, copy the endo and epi contours over and fit them to the edges in the target frame using affine transforms. To refine the fit, we take an active shape model approach by attempting to match the radial intensity profiles in the target image to those in the first frame. A spline is then fit to the individual contour points to smooth them. For the second part of the scheme, the classification of the tissues, we rely on a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [Cristianini] which has been trained to recognize non-viable tissue in DEMR images.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe related work. In Section 3 we provide a more detailed description of our algorithms. In Section 4 we show results on the tracking and analysis of Cine-DEMR studies from 5 patients with 15 frames each for a total of 75 images. Discussion of these results are presented in Section 5 and finally, in Section 6 we submit our conclusions.
Related Work
While both Cine and Delayed Enhancement MR have become standard protocol for assessment of cardiac viability when using MR [Schwartzman] , Cine-DEMR is new enough that, to our knowledge, no work has been published on its automatic or semi-automatic analysis.
Dikici et. al. [Dikici] , segmented static DEMR on a slice by slice basis using a standard Cine image set as a morphology reference. The employment of an affine deformed template for the tracking of the myocardium was done by [Sun] which bares resemblance to our initial tracking scheme. Our refinement of the tracking uses an active shape model [Cootes] approach similar to that of [Mitchell] , however, it is not "trained" on a set of images. Rather, we simply use the first frame of the series as a comparison.
Regarding the classification of myocardial tissues using DEMR, Noble et. al., registered Cine and DEMR image sets in 3D in order to detect hibernating (dormant but not dead) myocardium [Noble] . As well, there are several semi-automatic segmentation techniques for classifying DEMR published in the literature [Kim] . Some of these studies have defined a threshold for non-viable pixels as >2*std dev of the signal intensity of remote, viable myocardium (which was defined manually) [Kim] ; other studies have used 3*std dev as the threshold [Fieno] . We employ a Support Vector Machine to classify tissues and in this regard are similar to El-Naqa et. al., in their work on mammogram analysis [El-Naqa] and Dikici et. al., [Dikici] in their work on the heart.
Materials and Methods

Segmentation of the Myocardium
Let n C represent a vector of Cine-DEMR images with n consecutive phases describing one spatial slice of the heart. Let ) ( 1 r S represent a contour manually drawn on phase 1.
Localization of the LV in Phases
The approximate position of the LV in phases
This results in a series of deformation fields k
is the position from which we start our search for the LV in k
This deformation is too imprecise for any other inferences. The resulting contour is too deformed to serve as a starting point for the next step of the procedure. Rather, we simply copy over 1 The affine parameters are adjusted to minimize an energy term made up of the components: 1
Affine Transformation of Contours
and 3 E such that: serves as a starting point for a local refinement process.
Local Refinement of the Tracking
Over the course of the cardiac cycle, the shape of the LV deforms in a non-rigid manner. The affine transformation from the previous section is capable of describing this only to a limited extent. However, it does provide a good basis from which to begin a less constrained search. Therefore, we apply an ASM-like approach to refining
Essentially, we determine the signatures of radial profiles in the neighborhoods of the inner and outer 
Refining the Contours
For the outer contour, the optimal offset is determined simply by minimizing ) ( 
Classification of tissues
We employ an SVM to classify the myocardial pixels once the borders have been detected. For our kernel function of the SVM we use a Gaussian radial basis function of the form:
where φ is the vector of features. The feature vector φ is made up of three components: First, the intensity of a pixel, relative to the average myocardial intensity. Second, the standard deviation of the relative pixel intensities with respect to its next neighbors. Finally, the "myocardial contrast" defined as the ratio of the mean myocardial intensity and the mean image intensity of the image. Training was performed on static DEMR images due to the lack of available Cine-DEMR examples. To determine σ in our kernel as well as K , a compromise between maximizing the margin and minimizing the number of training set errors, we employed the "leave-one-out strategy".
Acquisition Protocol
Cine-DEMR imaging is based on inversion recovery, single-shot, balanced steady state free precession (bSSFP) imaging [Chung] . Each image frame of the ECG-triggered cine series is acquired during a separate RR-interval using a constant inversion time. Image frames are acquired every other heart beat to allow magnetization recovery. To create a cine series, the trigger delay is varied between image frames, resulting in a series of single-shot images, each from a different phase of the cardiac cycle.
Cine-DE images were acquired using a 1.5T MRI scanner (Magnetom Sonata, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany), using the following typical acquisition parameters: flip angle 50°, repetition time 2.5 ms, echo time 1.1 ms, bandwidth 1090 Hz/pixel, field-of-view 380 mm, rectangular field-of-view 75%, acquisition matrix 192 x 115 (frequency, phase). By default, 15 image frames are acquired in each CINE-DE series, with a variable temporal spacing to cover the cardiac cycle. Images are acquired during a single breath-hold, approximately 10-20 minutes after intravenous injection of 40 ml of 0.5 mmol/ml gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist, Berlex Imaging, Wayne NJ).
Results
We validated our study by comparing our automated results with ground truth provided by an expert. Three phases (frames 5, 10, and 15) from each patient were collected for a total of 15 images. An expert different from the one providing ground truth supplied the initial segmentation to initialize the tracking (frame 1). Figure 2 (Left) shows an example frame.
For the segmentation, 32 radial directions were used for the profiles. Both the inner and outer profiles had length 5 = κ pixels and the search space for matching the profiles was 3 square pixels. The tracking of the myocardial borders had an average error of 2.1 pixels over all images. Regarding the classification of pixels as viable or non-viable, appropriate SVM parameters were found to be 01 . 0 = σ and 20 = K
. Our experiments had a sensitivity of 80.76%, specificity 96.54% with 96.80% of the area covered under the ROC (see Figure 2 (Right)). The general correctness rate was 93.46%. 
Discussion
The tracking of the myocardial borders was performed from the first phase to every other phase ( n → 1 ) rather than from one phase to the next ( 1 + → n n ). This approach was taken because the profile signatures in phase 1 were guaranteed to be correct (having been based on manually drawn contours) and were a better basis for matching. We initially attempted a consecutive frame ( 1 + → n n ) approach but found that a slight drift over the series resulted in poorer segmentations. Our scheme depends on the general appearance of the myocardium staying constant over the cardiac cycle. As mentioned in the introduction, this may not always be the case due to through plane motion. Therefore, we are currently investigating a Kalman filter approach to this tracking.
As described in Section 3.1.5, the refinement of the endocardial and endocardial contours is treated differently in the tracking. The endocardial border generally deforms much less significantly than the endocardial border over the cardiac cycle. Because the endocardial border is subject to such variability, we found that without the smoothing effect of tethering to the epicardium, the endocardial segmentation was far too jagged to appear natural. This tethering had a strong impact particularly when the tissue was very damaged. In these cases the myocardium was bright enough to be indistinguishable from the blood pool so there was little influence from the data energy data ε . In these cases, the dead tissue moves very little since it is, in fact, dead. Therefore reliance on the tethering influence yielded good results.
Finally, as mentioned in the introduction, Cine-DEMR and DEMR have different resolutions and thus appear slightly dissimilar from one another. Our training set for the classification of the myocardial tissues was based on standard DEMR datasets since we had few Cine-DEMR datasets on which to train the SVM. We attribute our relatively low sensitivity in our results to the fact that the training set and testing sets do not come from the same population.
